Welcome to the third in this series of seminars and thank you very much for coming.
Do feel free to question or comment at any time.
So far I’ve suggested that student dropout is a serious problem with very real costs
and that we need a new theory of student support to tackle it. In this seminar I’ll try
to suggest that we need to look at what works in retention, and importantly what
doesn’t work.
Let’s start with what doesn’t work
#
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My colleague Veronique Johnston, a retentioneer from Napier University in Scotland,
says
# ‘Trying everything that might work, doesn’t work’. In other words she means that
setting up a big retention project and coming up with dozens of recommendations
may not be the best way forward for an institution. The problems are that you fail to
focus on the most important things and you can’t ever discover what is working best.
# I guess if you try to throw too many things into the pot – a bit of this and a bit of
that, then you end up with a retention goulash where you can’t be sure of the effect
of anything.
#
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Another thing that doesn’t appear to work is setting up a large retention project as a
one-off.
A t a conference I was at last year in Bogota Vincent Tinto the doyen of retention
studies noted that in his long experience all too often large scale retention projects
stated with a bang but
#
faded out after only a few years.
And indeed the UKOU did just that. There was a big retention project set up about 10
years ago. It came up with around 30 recommendations but when I checked back a
couple of years ago I could find very little evidence that any of them had been
mainstreamed in any significant way. And yet when I asked people would say
# ‘Oh retention? – we’ve done that’.
So what does work in retention? What do you think?
#
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Professor John Hattie of Auckland University in New Zealand recently carried out a
‘meta-survey’ – a survey of surveys involving around 30,000 students using various
methods of teaching. He found that
# ‘Almost everything works’. In other words almost any technique seems to have
some positive effect compared with nothing at all.
You may recognize this as an educational version of the ‘Hawthorn’ effect where it
was found that any change in the environment seemed to have some effect on
worker’s productivity.

But the problem as Hattie also says is that you can’t do ‘almost everything’. You end
up spreading the resources too thinly to do anything well, justifying everything as
‘enhancing the learning experience’ eventually losing focus and giving up in the way
Tinto suggests happens.
So what I’d like to do is suggest that retention needs some tight focusing. Some years
ago I came across the work of Dr. Alan Seidman in the US who is the editor of the
Journal of College Student Retention. He claimed to have a formula for retention. I
rather like formulas – they can clarify and simplify if used properly. So I borrowed his
formula and amended it and here it is.
#
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I’ve added my name in the hope that one day it will be as famous as E=MC 2… What
the formula does is to focus very tightly on a few things which I think are the main
things that can make a difference to retention.
For example the second-most quoted reason that OU students give for dropping out
is that they were on the wrong course (the first is that they ran out of time which
we’ll come back to). Professor Mantz Yorke who has done a lot of work on full-time
student dropout believes that this is also true of them.
So getting full-time students onto the right course for them is a very critical factor in
retaining them. Let me ask you – if you were buying a car what sources of
information would you look for?
#
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You might look for information in a brochure. We know that course
descriptions in brochures have to be short – 200 words to describe a
30,000 word course can‟t possibly give a fair description. But if they‟re
too long it‟s hard to see the woods for the trees. And they use words like
„introductory‟ and „elementary‟ – something that's „introductory‟ to you
might not be to me.
So in the OU we looked at other ways of helping students get onto the
right course
#
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. There were three in particular - Taster packs, Students Reviews and
diagnostic quizzes.
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A taster pack is designed to give students a short sample or test drive of a course (the
cover design of the pack got me into trouble – it was deemed to be ‘logo abuse’ so I
had to change it..
#

The contents were

# a short extract from the course
# a sample assignment question
# a typical student’s answer to that assignment
#a tutor's comments on that answer

# a specimen exam question
There was resistance from course teams to this concept as it was argued that we
would put people off the course. We did a survey but couldn’t find anyone who was
wrongly deterred from taking the course. We did make a somewhat unexpected
finding which was that people told us that their motivation was increased as a result
of seeing the Pack; they would say things like “I can see it’s a tough course but at
least I can now see roughly what I’m taking on” It’s often fear of the unknown that is
the biggest fear isn’t it?
What was the most popular item in the pack? It was the student's assignment. It’s
curious how reluctant we are to give students examples of what we expect them to
do. Hattie’s research suggests that worked examples are one of the most effective
teaching devices there are.
#

The second attempt at trying to give a different perspective on courses was a web
site where students who’d completed a course could leave reviews about it for
students thinking of taking that course – the equivalent of looking around for the
opinions of people who’d previously bough the car you were interested in).
(I didn’t know at the time how I got away with this. It turned out that someone in
the OU’s Communications Department had read some research that said that
institutions which were honest about themselves were held in higher regard).
This is what the website looks like
#
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And here are a couple of contrasting comments on the same course. You’ll see that
students don’t always agree...
I have no evidence about the effectiveness of these reviews but I know it’s a very
popular site
#
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The last thing we used were self-diagnostic quizzes. Course specific quizzes where it
was easy to relate to levels in such things as maths and languages were relatively
simple to write but quizzes for courses such as humanities, social science and
business were much more difficult.
So I tried to write a general diagnostic quiz for distance learning based on our
predictive model which I’ll describe in a moment
#

The idea was to ask fairly simple questions such as are you male or female and get
the student to calculate a score based on his or her answers - “If you’re male subtract
5 from the initial score, if female don’t change it” and so on
#

There are only 8 questions in all and the students then can calculate their final score
and go to the score sheet
I’ve got a simplified quiz here – try filling it in and see what your chances of success
might be
#

This was the diagnosis we were going to use. The scoring was based on the
predictive model although we didn’t share the predictions (the sections in blue) with
the student. The idea was that students who got a low score would be encouraged to
think about ways in which they could increase their score. They might not want to
change sex but they could for instance register for fewer courses.

The difficulty was finding a phrasing that would convince the student that they were
on too high a level course or had enrolled for too many courses without deterring
them completely. I was never convinced that I’d found the right phrases so I
chickened out from using it. So I’ll never know of it would have worked or not.
But I was recently contacted by colleague at UNISA in South Africa who had used a
quiz based on this and given the results to students. He found that he actually got a
retention increase compared with a control group.

So maybe knowing your chances of success is actually an incentive to work harder?
Or the other day my wife came across some research which had found that students
given some self-confirming negative evaluations mixed with more positive
evaluations still had their self-esteem bolstered - possibly in part because that
increased the credibility of the adviser. More research needed...
#

The second term in my equation is EId – the early identification of vulnerable
students. Some years ago a colleague asked students themselves, their tutors and
advisers, to predict how well then students would do. Who do you think got closest?
In fact none of them did very well altho’ tutors did best. What worked best was a
statistical programme.
# Using a logistic binary regression analysis of previous student results we can now
attach a ‘predicted probability of success’ to all new OU students. This prediction
depends largely on the student’s age, sex, previous education and course choice,
although other factors come into it as well.
#This prediction each year usually varies from the highest chance of success of
around 85% to the lowest chance of success of 9% and this graph shows the
distribution of this figure amongst the 30,000 students who entered the OU a couple
of years ago. There was just one new OU student with only a 9% chance of success.
He was a young unemployed man with no previous education wanting to study maths
from Fife. (I incautiously added that last piece of data at a conference in Scotland
where there were some Fifers in the audience who took exception to it. I had to
hurriedly explain that I was just adding a bit of local colour and that being from Fife
was not a causal factor in our equations).
These predictions are surprisingly accurate.
#
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This shows the prediction versus the actual outcomes. You can see there is excellent
agreement except at very low pass rates – we don’t know why that should be.
The pps is important of course because it enables us to focus our efforts on the most
vulnerable students. That focusing must have one very important characteristic:
#
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It must be proactive. I said this in my last presentation but it's worth repeating:
“„Student self-referral does not work as a mode of promoting persistence.
Students who need services the most refer themselves the least.
Effective retention services take the initiative in outreach and timely
interventions.‟

So we divided some new students into two groups with identical average Predicted
Probability of Success and simply phoned up one group before they stated their
course.
#
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Again I’ve mentioned these results before but this time I’d like to make an
extra point about the cost of the project.
In financial terms the project was not only self-supporting but actually made a
profit. The cost per student retained by the activity was considerably less than
the increase in income we were getting from the UK government as a result of
the increased retention.
#
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Would you mind a brief bit of algebra?
# If you have an activity costing £P per student which increases student
retention by n% then the „cost per student retained‟ is £100P/n (this is
left as an exercise to the reader as my old maths text books used to say).
# So if it costs £10 to make a proactive phone call which produces an increase in
retention of 4% then the ‘cost per student retained’ is £250. That sounds absurd:
who would be able to spend £250 to save one student?
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Well it is absurd until you look not just at the costs but at the benefits. I reckon that
each student the OU retains actually brings in around £1400 to the university through
increased HEFCE grant and savings on recruitment costs.
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That means a net ‘profit’ to the university of around £1150 per student retained.
# If we were to apply that to all the 35,000 students who enter the OU each year we
would bring in something of the order of an extra £1.5 - 2m.
That was the finding that actually got the process mainstreamed as appealing to
Senior Management on financial grounds is more effective than any other.
#
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The next term is Continuous Proactive contact. But here we run into the difficulty
that we don’t know how much contact is effective
Too little = ineffective?
Too much = too expensive in terms of staff time?
What would you guess to be the optimum number of proactive contacts
per one years course?
There is some evidence
#
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I have a colleague who conducts ‘thought experiments’ At my suggestion he
asked students to imagine how satisfied they would be at different levels of
contact from their tutor. He discovered that student satisfaction rose
dramatically with increasing number of contacts – satisfaction nearly tripled
from zero contacts to one – but seemed to level out at about three per course
– a course lasting around 9 months. There’s no evidence that satisfaction and
retention are linked but at least this does suggest that we don’t have to
academically harass our students – that just a few proactive contacts might be
effective.
#
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I also found a paper about a college in Arizona where researchers made
varying numbers of phone calls to students. They found a 15% increase in
retention for between two and five calls per semester – a substantial increase
in retention for a surprisingly low level of contact.
The last term in my formula is External support. We did a survey a few years ago
to ask students where they got their most important support from – what do you
think was the result?
#

They told us that in order of importance it was from

1. From families and friends
2. From tutors
3. From other students
4. From employers – and lastly -

5. From the institution directly.
This seemed worth checking out so we tried two projects
#
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The first research we did was the ‘Black box’ project. For years we’d been sending
questionnaires to students after they’d dropped out to try to find why. We decided
that the analogy of a student’s dropout might be an aircraft crash. Now crash
investigators find the reason for a crash by not just looking at the wreckage on the
ground after the crash but at the events leading up to the crash – the ‘Black Box’.

So we identified a group of students who looked very likely to fail and interviewed
them at regular intervals in the hope we would catch them at the very point when
they were about to go.
You’ll guess the result?– very few of them dropped out! But it did seem that those
who did dropout were the students who did not have good local support from their
families and friends. As a result of this research the OU does now have a website for
families and friends all about how they might help their student better, although we
don’t know how effective it is.

#
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I also wrote a leaflet called ‘How to help your student’ which was posted to students
in their first mailing for them to pass onto their family if they wanted. I thought that
would be much more effective and pretty well as cheap. We did evaluate it for
content but we decided it was too difficult to evaluate it for retention effects.
Our second attempt at evaluating external support was to look at student-student
support. This seemed to fall into two areas
#

The first is student mentoring – using students who’d taken a course to mentor new
students.
#We got a 35% increase in retention over a control group (altho’ the groups were
very small).
The project was expensive to set up but the cost per student retained was still only
about £160 which was better than the PaSS project at £250. So it was still costeffective in retention terms and still made a surplus to the OU.
Of course another way of linking students up is through computer conferencing.
#
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There are clearly students for whom it works very well. But my impression is that it
works best for students who are already doing pretty well. As one of my students
said to me – “I went into the conference but it was full of people talking about the
third assignment and I hadn’t even started the first yet”. And I’ve yet to find any
evidence of increased retention thro using computer forums

So what about linking up one-to-one? I know the External System has a way of
allowing students to get in contact but I don’t know if anyone has researched it to see
how well it works? One of the last things we tried to do before leaving the OU was to
set up a system for linking students one-to-one with people they might have
something in common with – a kind of ‘study dating’.
#
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We called it ‘Find a Study Friend’ and we developed some dating software to do it

#
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This is the front page of the site which led to
#
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The first of eight registration pages. The pages ask for various details such as age,
postcode, etc and there’s a page where you can add as much or as little personal
information about yourself as you like. If you then want a match you will get the next
page#
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This is the match page. I’m Ormond 3 and it has brought up a range of matches for
me, all on the same course. (this was a pilot page and one match is my wife…) If I
then click on ‘Exchange’ the system will send an email inviting the person I’ve chosen
to get in touch.
But having got the software running we failed to get it onto the OU website so far.
Apparently getting blogs wikis, Facebook, podcasts and other more fashionable stuff
up there is more important… I still have the software and it’s now copyright-free – if
anyone wants to experiment with it I’ll be very happy to make you a present of it.
Finally we’ve covered a lot of ground in these seminars. If there’s one last message
about student retention in distance education what would it be?
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In other words is it possible to simplify the formula even further?
One of my most salient memories of working at the Open Polytechnic of New Zealand
was being at the poly’s Academic Board when one of the student reps on the board
was asked what was the single most important thing that kept her going. She said
(apologies for the accent)
#
“If a tutor phones me I love them already”
- and for me that sums it all up – above all it‟s the importance of one thing
#
making individual proactive contact with your students.
So where do we go from here?
#
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So where do we go from here?

#
In my last seminar I suggested that we needed more research. Well what I’d
like to see #
is an ‘International Journal for Distance Student Retention Studies. And actually I
can’t think of a better place to start such a journal than the world’s oldest distance
leaning programme – the External System
Thanks very much!
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